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machinery common to all federations, which is the amending
body and has the real sovereignty. It amounts to saving
that there is no particular sovereign authority in a
federation. And this is what Willoughby has asserted.
He says, "	all organs through which aro   expressed
the volitions of the State, be they parliaments, courts,
constitutional assemblies, or electorates aro to be considered
as exercising sovereign power, and as constituting in the
aggregate the depository in which the States Sovereignty
is located,"* But this is only shelving the question rather
than answering it definitely.
Now the first two theories being clear and definite, it
remains to examine them to see wherein lies tho sovereignty
in a federal polity. The advocates of states rights hold
that whenever any states find their interests jeopardised by
certain enactments of the federal government they have a
right to nullify those enactments within their boundaries;
and should it ever appear to them that the federal
government is permanently hostile to their interests and
their remaining within the federation is no longer consistent
with their considered views they can even go out o£ the
federation. The greatest exponent of this theory of states
rights was John C. Calhoun. The other school o£ thought
holds equally strongly that when once the states have
voluntarily entered into the union they have no right to
secede from it. This theory of the rights of the nationalist
government was championed by Daniel Webster in the
United States of America' and it found its supporters
in the federalist party. The question first arose early
during the administration of John Adams when the
Federalist Party was in power in the Congress. As a
result of their relations with Prance the Congress passed
the Alien and Sedition Acts.   This action of the Congress
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*Tfce nature of tbe State', p, 307, Ed,

